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	For intermediate programmers, beginning sound designers.

	

	Sound gives your native, web, or mobile apps that extra dimension, and it's essential for games. Rather than using canned samples from a sample library, learn how to build sounds from the ground up and produce them for web projects using the Pure Data programming language. Even better, you'll be able to integrate dynamic sound environments into your native apps or games--sound that reacts to the app, instead of sounding the same every time. Start your journey as a sound designer, and get the power to craft the sound you put into your digital experiences.

	

	Add sound effects or music to your web, Android, and iOS apps and games--sound that can react to changing environments or user input dynamically (at least in the native apps). You can do all this with Pure Data, a visual programming language for digital sound processing.

	

	Programming Sound with Pure Data introduces and explores Pure Data, building understanding of sound design concepts along the way. You'll start by learning Pure Data fundamentals and applying them, creating realistic sound effects. Then you'll see how to analyze sound and re-create what you hear in a recorded sample. You'll apply multiple synthesis methods to sound design problems. You'll finish with two chapters of real-world projects, one for the web, and one for an iOS and Android app. You'll design the sound, build the app, and integrate effects using the libpd library.

	

	Whether you've had some experience with sound synthesis, or are new to sound design, this book is for you. These techniques are perfect for independent developers, small shops specializing in apps or games, and developers interested in exploring musical apps.
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Quartz 2D Graphics for Mac OS X(R) DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2006
On Mac OS X, Macintosh developers depend on the graphics and imaging frameworks of the Core Graphics system to implement multimedia features in their applications. With Core Graphics Apple has answered the increasing demands of graphics developers with a powerful collection of tools, including Quartz 2D and Core Image. Quartz 2D is a modern drawing...
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PMP Project Management Professional Study Guide (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2003
This book shows you not only what, but how to study  for the PMP exam. With 100% complete coverage of all exam objectives and  simulated questions, this guide covers project initiation, scope management,  quality assurance, and more.

Get the book that shows you not only what—but how—to study
...
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Advanced Electrical Installation Work, Fourth EditionNewnes, 2005

	Advanced Electrical Installation Work has helped thousands of students to achieve success in City & Guilds awards in electrical installation. Now in its fourth edition, this book has been completely restructured to provide a specific match to the requirements of the Installation route of the 2330 Level 3...
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Programming with Quartz: 2D and PDF Graphics in Mac OS X (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Written by members of the development team at Apple, Programming with Quartz is the first book to describe the sophisticated graphics system of Mac OS X. By using the methods described in this book, developers will be able to fully exploit the state-of-the-art graphics capabilities of Mac OS X in their applications, whether for...
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The C Answer Book: Solutions to the Exercises in The C Programming Language, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 1988

	
		Provides solutions to all exercises in Kernighan & Ritchie's new ANSI C book. Ideal for use with K&R in any course on C. Careful study of this answer book will help understand ANSI C and enhance programming skills. Tondo & Gimpel describe each solution and completely format programs to show the logical flow.
...
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Pro Jakarta Tomcat 5Apress, 2004
Ideal for Tomcat administrators and those who wish to configure Tomcat, this succinct text describes configuration files, as well as administration features like security, auto-deployment, remote deployment, and datasources.

Java was initially released in the mid-1990s as a way to liven up static Web...
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